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ABSTRACT 

Three symbiotic systems are considered. These include the 

possibility of coupling the tritium production in a fission reactor 

with the fertile conversion in a fusion blanket. Equations for the 

fuel dynamics, power output, efficiency and costs of a symbiotic, self-

contained power station are developed and evaluated for a specific, 

1500 MWe fission reactor operating on a thorium cycle and some fusion 

parameters. It is concluded that a system using the tritium produced 

in a fission reactor has lower costs and increased power output when 

compared to an alternate system. 
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• 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Several methods of coupling fission and fusion reactors have 

been proposed as a method of producing energy(l)_ Basically, these 

can be divided into two categories: hybrid and. symbiotic. A hybrid 

can be defined as a reactor in which a fusion core is surrounded by a 

blanket containing fertile and/or fissile material which is fissioned 

by fusion neutrons to increase the energy output over that of a pure 

fusion reactor. Fi ss ion-fusion symbiosis is characterized by separate 

fission and fusion reactors with interconnected fuel and energy cir-

culations. The key distinction is that a hybrid is a single reactor 

and symbiosis involves two distinct reactors. 

There are many reasons for investigating the coupling of 

fusion and fission reactors rather than pure fission or fusion. Fission · 

reactors are inherently 11 power rich" but "neutron poor" while fusion 

reactors are 11 neutron rich" but 11 power poor11 (Z). Coupling of these 

reactors may have many advantages such as: 

(i) the early introduction of fusion reactors since 

the plasma characteristics necessary to achieve 

breakeven may be much less than those for pure 

fusion(l), 

(ii) breeding of fissile materials for fission reactors 

without compromising the costs or safety of the 

1 



• fission reactor( 3), 

(iii) introduction of alternative fuel cycles by 

eliminating the 238u-239 Pu cycle with its high 

toxicity and weapons grade plutonium in favour 

of the 232Th-233u cycle( 2), 

(iv) attainment of a self-contained electrical plant(l), 

(v) the ability to adjust the power split between the 

fusion and fission components to meet fuel pro

duction, safety and environmental constraints(2.). 

2 

These advantages seem to make a coupled fission-fusion system useful 

during the transition between the growing fission economy and the 

future fusion economy. 

1.2 Lidsky's System 

At the Cul ham Fusion Reactor Conference in 1969, L.M. Lidsky 

introduced the concept of fusion-fission symbiosis( 3). He considered 

two reactors coupled by the production of fuel for th~ _ fission reactor 

in a D-T fusion reactor blanket~ as in Fig. ·l(a). The reactors were 

also coupled by a common electrical generating facility, some of the 

output of this being used to heat the plasma for the · fusion reactor, 

as in Fig. l(b). Lidsky investigated the fuel dynamics, power balance, 

efficiency and capital cost of such a system. As a specific example, 

he investigated a MSR (Molten Salt Reactor) system with a salt of 

LiF:BeF2:ThF4 and a graphite moderator. This salt was also used in his 

fusion blanket which had a tritium breeding ratio of 1. 126 and a Th-U 
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conversion of 0.325 per incident fusion neutron. 

A 1500 MWe plant was proposed by Lidsky with a system period . 

of 10 years(l)_ This cor~sponds to a fuel .doubling time of 6.93 years. 

With a specific tritium inventory of 2g/MWt(l), the fusion-fission 

reaction rate ratio, R1/R2, was 0.585. The resultant design was a 

295 MWt fusion reactor which provided fuel for a 4450 MWt MSCR while 

consuming 89 MWe. The net station output was 1690 MWe, assuming a 

thermodynamic efficiency of 40%, and the net station efficiency was 

35.6%. Lidsky specifically excluded the possible tritium production 

in the fission component in his system. 
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2. SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 

2.1 Introduction and Terminology 

As stated in the last chapter, Lidsky specifically excluded the 

production of tritium in the fission component of a symbiotic system. 

Tritium production rates from 3Ci/MWt-d for light water reactors up · 

to 6000 Ci/MWt-a for heavy water reactors have been reported(4)_ There 

are two methods of utilizing this tritium: (i) using the tritium 

produced by the fission reactor as the 6nly source of tritium for the 

fusion reactor, and (ii) using the tritium produced in the fission 

reactor to supplement the tritium production in the fusion blanket • 

In this paper three conceptual symbiotic systems will be investigated. 

In biology there are three types of symbiotic relationships(S): 

parasitic, where one organism lives on the body of the host from whom 

it derives nourishment and does some degree of damage; conmensalistic, 

where one organism consumes the unused food of another; and mutualistic, 

a relationship in which both partners benefit. All three of our 

systems may be termed mutualistic since both reactor partners derive 

some benefits from their relationship; the fission reactor receiving 

fuel and the fusion reactor receiving fuel and/or energy. An analogy 

to the biological symbiosis can be found, however, by examining the 

fuel circulation of the three proposed systems. 

The fuel circulations for the three systems considered are 

shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Consider the system shown . in Fig. 2. The 

4 
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fusion blanket has been constructed to produce fissile fuel to be 

consumed by the fission reactor while, in terms of fuel, the fission 

5 

reactor provides nothing for the fusion host. This system will be 

referred to as parasitic. In Fig. 4, both reactors produce fuel for 

themselv-es as well as for the other reactor partner. This fully inter

related system will be referred to as mutualistic. The system shown 

in Fig. 3, however, is not strictly commensalistic; the fusion reactor 

is consuming tritium produced as a by-product of the fission reactor 

operation and so this system will be referred to as commensalistic. 

The proposed systems are assumed to be completely self-contained 

central power stations. With this constraint, the fuel processing for 

the fusion and fission reactors is considered part of the overall 

system; . hence, fissile fabrication and tritium processing plant are 

included as components of the systems. To simplify the analysis; · 

these plants are considered to be perfectly efficient although the 

coupling coefficients defined below could be altered to account for . 

losses occurring during processing. 

2.2 Parasitic System 

The parasitic system shown in Fig. 2 is essentially the same 

as the system proposed by Lidsky. Tritium is produced in a blanket 

surrounding the fusion core by the Li 6(n,a)T and the Li 7(n,n'a)T 

reactio~s and the fertile nuclei, 232Th or 238u, are converted to 

fissile nuclei, 233u or 239 Pu, by (n,y) type reactions. Additional 

neutrons may be provided by (n,2n) reactions with niobium or molybdeum. 
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The tritium to operate the fusion reactor is produced solely in the 

fusion blanket and the fissile fuel f6r the fission reactor is produced 

by conversion within the fission core as well as conversion within the 

fusion blanket. The fusion component need not be a net power producer; 

the excess energy for operation of the plasma, if needed, comes from 

the fission reactor. 

2.3 Commensalistic System 

In the commensalistic system, Fig. 3, the tritium to operate 

the fusion reactor is produced solely within the fission core. This 

tritium may be produced by D(n,y)T reactions, by boron-neutron inter

actions(4), in absorber rods, and in poisons, possibly supplemented 

by Li 6(n,a)T reactions. The fusion blanket is now used to convert 

fertile nuclei and to shield out radiation. As with the parasitic 

system, there is self-conversion within the fission component and 

any energy deficit of the fusion component is made up by the fission 

reactor. 

2.4 Mutualistic System 

In this system, Fig. 4, there is full interrelation of the 

fusion and fission components. Tritium for the fusion reactor is 

produced in both the fusion blanket and supplemented by production 

within the fission core. Fertile material is converted to fissile 

material within the fission core and supplemented by production within 

the fusion blanket. As in the other two systems, any power needed to 

drive the fusion component is provided by the fission reactor. 
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3. SYSTEMS THEORY 

3.1 Fuel Dynamics for the Parasitic System . 

Th~ distinctive characteristic of the three systems under 

consideration is the fuel circulation. It is expected that the major 

differences among the systems will be found in the fuel dynamics results. 

The following notation will be used: 

1 = subscript referring to the fusion component. 

2 = subscript referring to the fission component. 

R - total instantaneous reaction rate for the i 1 th i -

reactor, fusions or fissions per second. 

N. =total fuel inventory of the i'th reactor, 
1 

number of tritium nuclei or fissile nuclei. 

C .. = coupling coefficient relating the number of 
lJ I 

fi~sile or fusile nuclei for the j'th reactor 

produced by the i'th reactor for each reaction 

in the i 1 th reactor. 

The following definitions will be used later: 

n; =the specific inventory of the i 1 th reactor 

n
1
. = N./R. , 

1 1 

with the dimensions of time; 

T = the system period defined by 

. T = 

7 

(3.1-1) 

(3.1-2) 
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The system period also has the dimension of time and is related to the 

fuel doubling ti me, t 2, by 

(3.1-3) 

The time dependence of the inventory can be described by 

where N;
0 

is the total fuel inventory at time t = 0. Thus, -r is the 

11 e 11 folding time of the system. 

The fue 1 dynamics of the three symbiotic sys terns can be found 

from simple rate balance equations, 

d · ( rate of ) ( rate of ) 
dt Ni = production - consumption · 

In the case of the parasitic system this is 

and 

These were solved for the following conditions: 

Case A: steady state, 

which corresponds to constant fuel inventory. 

Case B: constant fuel inventory ratio, 

Nl -· - - constant , 
N2 . 

(3.l-5) 

(3.1-6) 

(3.1-7) 

(3.1-8) 

(3.1-9) 
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or 

(3.1-10) 

(3.l-11) 

(3. 1-12) 

from which is obtained, 

1 (3.1-13) = -
T 

When the conditions for steady state are appl i ed to Eq. (3.1-6) 

and Eq. (3. 1-7), the following are found, 

c11 = 1 , (3.1-14) 

and 

(3.1-15) 

For steady state, the fusion blanket must produce at least one 

triton per fusion and the reaction rate ratio is determined by the fissile 

fuel production. If (1 - c22 ) is defined as the self-conversion deficit, 

then the fusion-fission reaction rate ratio at steady state must equal 

the ratio of self-conversion deficit to the fusion production of fissile · 

nuclei. 

For constant fuel inventory ratio, Eq. (3. 1-13) is substituted 

into Eq. (3.1-6) and Eq. (3.1-7) to obtain 

= -= (3.1-16) 
T 

and 
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(3.l-17) 

Using the definitions of n1 and n2, the requirements for constant fuel 

inventory ratio are 

(3.l-18) 

and 

Rl 1 n2 
- = - ( l + :;-- - c22) . 
R2 · Cl 2 ~ 

(3.1-19) 

Note that as T + 00 , the system approaches steady state and Eq. (3.1-18) 

and Eq. (3.1-19) approach Eq. (3.1-14) and Eq. (3.1-15), which are tha 

steady state requirements . . The ratio ni/T can be considered a measure 

of the fuel increase required for a system period, T. The amount of 

tritium produced within a fusion blanket, c11 , must meet the fusion . 

reactor consumption plus the amount needed for increasing the inventory. 

The amount of conversion within the blanket, R1c12 , must equal the 

deficiency of the fission reactor conversion plus the amount needed 

to increase the inventory. 

3.2 Fuel Dynamics for the Commensalistic System 

The fuel dynamics equations for the comnensalistic system are 

similar to those for the parasitic system: 

(3.2-1) 

and 
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(3.2-2) 

These are again solved for steady state and constant fuel ratio. For 

steady state, the requirements are 

(3.2-3) 

and 

(3.2-4) 

The steady state reactions rate ratio is completely determined by the 

tritium production in the fission reactor. The D-T fusion reaction, 

D + T · + a + n , (3.2-5) 

shows that the reaction rate is proportional to the amount of tritium, 

all of which, for the commensalistic system, is produced by the fission 

component. If Eq. (3.2-4) is substituted into Eq. (3.2-3), it is clear 

that the amount of fertile conversion within the fusion blanket, R1c12 , 

must equal the self-conversion deficiency, R2(1 - c22 ). 

Substituting the condition of constant ·inventory ratio, Eq.- (3.1-1.3), 

(3.2-6) 

and 

(3.2-7) . 

are obtained. 

Rearrangement and the definitions of n1 and n2 yield, 
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(3.2-8) 

and 

(3.2-9) 

As with the parasitic system, the steady state equations are modified 

for constant fuel inventory ratio to account for the increase in 

inventory. 

3.3 Fuel Dynamics for the Mutualistic System 

The fuel dynamics for the mutualistic system are similarly 

described: 

dN1 R1(c11 - l) + R2c21 (3.3-1} dt - ' 

and 
dN2 _ 

Rz(C22 - 1) + R,c,2 . (3.3-2) err- -

· Note that the fuel dynamics equations for the parasitic system, Eq. 

(3.1-6) and Eq. (3.1-7), and the commensalistic system, Eq. (3.2-1) 

and Eq. (3.2-2), are special cases of the mutualistic system equations 

where the appropriate coupling coefficients are set to zero, that ~s 

c21 = 0 for the parasitic system and c11 = 0 for the commensalistic 

system. 

For steady state, the equations can be written: 

(3.3-3) 
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and 

(3.3-4) 

By eliminating R1/R2, the steady state coupling coefficients must satisfy 

(3.3-5) 

or 

(3.3-6} 

The steady state reaction ratio is given by 

(3.3-7) 

Substituting Eq. (3.3-7) into Eq. (3.3-6) and rearranging, the 

requirements can be rewritten in the form 

. (3.3-8} 

and 

(3 . 3-9) 

This shows the type of balance which the system must have to be in steady 

state and is an alternate method of arriving at the coupling coefficient 

and reaction rate ratia requirements. 

For a constant fuel inventory ratio, Eq. (3.3-1) and Eq. (3.3-2) 

become 

--
1' (3.3-10) . 

and 
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N2 
"T = Rz(C22 - l) + R1C12 · (3.3-11) 

These can be rearranged to give 

ell l 
nl C12C21 

= + - -
T n2 

1 + - - c 
T 22 

(3.3-12) 

and 

Rl 1 
n2 

c22 + - -
T 

R2 - c12 
(3.3-13) 

As with the other two systems, the steady state equation? are modified 

to account for the increase in inventory. 

The above results are strictly valid only when the fuels are 

continuously transferred from one reactor to the other; the assumption 

made is that the buildup of fissile precursors and the decay of tritium 

can be neglected( 6). This is an acceptable approximation when the 

fabrication time is less than the system period, when the precursors 

decay before fuel processing and when the tritium is processed before 

much decay occurs. Some work has been done to account for tritium decay 

and residence time in a processing unit for a pure fusion system(?)_ 

3.4 Power Balance and Efficiency 

As seen in Figs. 2~ 3 and 4, there are no differences in the 

energy circulation among the systems. Because of this, a common energy 

circulation will be used to determine efficiency and net output of the 

systems. 
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given by 

We define the following quantities: 

Ui = energy removed per event in reactor i, MeV; 

ni = the electrical conversion efficiency for the 

energy removed from reactor i; 

Wn = net station output, MW; 

WP = power needed to heat the fusion plasma assuming 

perfect heating efficiency, MW; 

Wt = power needed to extract the tritium, MW; 

Wf =power needed to process the fissile fuel, MW; 

We= power requirements for station control, MW. 

It is seen from Fig. 5 that the net station output, W
0

, is 

This equation can be rewritten as 

where 

nl ti u,) 
1 - n1 WP 

= 

15 

(3.4-1) 

(3.4-2) 

(3.4-3) 

(3.4-4) 

The parameter, Q, defined in Eq. (3.4-4) is the ratio of electrical fusion 

output power to the power needed to heat the plasma. A value of unity 

for q ·wou1d correspond to a breakeven plasma. The net station output 
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power, as given by Eq. (3.4-2), is primarily the fission power modified 

by correction terms for the fusion output or consumption, and the power 

consumption of the other components. 

The net thermal efficiency, nnet' of the station can .be defined as 

(net station out ut) 
total reactors output 

Substituting for Wn, defined by Eq. (3.4-2), to obtain 

(3.4-5) 

(3.4-6) 

The net thermal efficiency is essentially the fission efficiency modified 

by terms accounting for the fusion reactor and power consuming units. · 

3~5 Cost Assessment 

There are two costs associated with an electrical generating 

station: the capital required for construction of the station, and 

the operation costs. 

The total capital cost of the system is taken to be the sum 

of the individual components plus the cost of construction and 

installation, 

(3.5-1) 

where 

D = total capital invested, 

o1 = capital cost of the fusion component, 



I 
D2 = capital cost of the fission component, 

Dt = capital cost of the tritium processing unit, 

Df = capital cost of the fissile processing unit, 

D = capital cost of the generator facility. e 

Usually the cost of a generating station is given as a specific cost, 

that is cost per installed power output, $/kW(net). If 11 d 11 is used 

to designate the total specific capital cost and 

and 

then 

or 

d1 = specific cost per kWe of the fusion core output, 

d2 = specific capital cost per kWe of the fission 

core output, 

dt,df,de = specific capital cost of the individual 

components per kWe of the station output, 

17 

(3.5-3) 

. Where the other parameters are defined as above. If Eq. (3.4-2) is 

substituted into ·Eq. (3.5-3) then 

(3.5-4) 

The operating costs of a station include upkeep, maintenance, 

fuel costs, and interest on the capital required to construct the plant. 
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If 11 E11 is used to designate the total operating costs and 11 e 11
, the 

specific cost per unit energy, then 

(3.5-5) 

where the subscript 11 cap 11 refers to the capital charge and the other 

subscripts are as defined above. The values of E1 and E2 include the 

cost of unprocessed fuel for each reactor since our system includes 

processing plants. 

On a specific cost basis, 

Substituting Eq. (3.4-2) into Eq. {3.5-7), 

e = + et + ef + e , cap 

(3.5-6) 

(3.5-7) 

(3.5-8) 

is obtained. The value of e will be the unit energy cost for the system. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE 

4.1 Systems Models 

It is useful to evaluate the results of the systems theory for 

some hypothetical model. The modelling of the systems is limited by the 

fact that no fusion reactors are operating to date. To overcome this, 

a specific fusion core will not be described but only some values will 

be used for the parameters, Q, defined by Eq. (3.4-4); the thermal

electrical efficiency, n1; ·the specific inventory, n1, defined by Eq. 

(J.l-1); and upper and lower estimates of costs. The values used are 

listed in Table 1. The values of Q used are for three cases: (i) an 

energy consuming plasma, Q < 1; (ii) a breakeven plasma, Q = 1; and 

(iii) an energy producing plasma, Q. > 1. The specific inventory va 1 ues 

used are 2 g/MWt(l, 3), 6 g/MWt(B), and 20 g/MWt for comparison. The 

thermal-electrical efficiency of 40% was used by Lidsky( 3) and seems 

reasonable. The costs assumptions are discussed in Section 4.6. 

Fission reactors have been in operation for some time now and 

more accurate values for the parameters involved are known. For this 

reason, a more specific fission reactor will be considered, a 1500 MWe 

CANDU reactor operating on a Th02 fuel cycle as proposed by Lewis et al (9). 

This reactor has an organic coolant, heavy water moderator, 61 element 

fuel bundle with a linear thermal power of 3.5-4.5 MWt/m. The core 

contains 290 channels on a 280 mm square pitch and is 5 m lo.ng~ assuming 

an overa 11 average-maxi mum power ratio of 0. 65 and a thermodynamic 

19 
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efficiency of 40%. The parameters used to evaluate the fission core 

are summa rized in Table 2. There are two kinds of fuel elements, a 

driver fuel of Th02 enriched to -2-3% 233u and a power fuel of Th02. 

After an irradiation of 2-4 n/kb, both driver and power fuel elements 

would have approximately the same enrichment of 75% of the initial 

driver fuel elements(6 ). The costs of the fission component are dis

cussed in Section 4.6 . . 

4.2 Tritium Production in the Fission Core 

In the mutualistic and corrnnensalistic systems, tritium produced 

within the fission reactor is used in the fusion reactor. It is 

necessary to determine the tritium production within the fission reactor 

under consideration in order to determine the coupling coefficient, c21 • 

One source of tritium in a heavy water moderated core is the 

D(n,y}T reaction. The rate of tritium production in the moderator, R~, 

is given by 

(4.2-1) 

The thermal cross section, a, for the D(n,y)T reaction is 0.5 mb and all 

other symbols have their usual meaning. 

The proposed fission core has a 5.38 m.diameter and a volume 
. . 3 

of 114 m . In order to carry out an analysis, a 500 MWe Pickering 

type core(ll) is considered. The Pickering core is 5.94 m long with a 

diameter of 6.37 m and a volume of 189 m3. The maximum thermal flux 

in the Pickering reactor is 0.91 x 1014 n/cm2-sec and the average flux 



• in the moderator, 6.8 x 1014 n/cm2-sec. The thermal power of the 

Pickering reactor is 1744 MW. 

21 

The flux in the proposed core is taken to be proportional to 

the thermal power; hence, average flux in the moderator of the proposed 

reactor, ~m' will be 1.72 x 1014 n/cm2-sec. In the Pickering core the 

moderator temperature is 60°C. The proposed core also has a cool heavy 

water moderator, with a density of 1.09 g/cm3 or 7.28 x 1022 deuterium 

nuclei/cm3. The ratio of moderator to core volume in the Pickering 

reactor (including the reflectot) is 240/189. If this ratio is pre- · 

served in the proposed reactor, the moderator volume will be 145 m3. 

The tritium production in the proposed reactor moderator can 

now be evaluated using Eq. (4.2-1), 

R~ = 9.07 x 1017 tritons/sec . 

The coupling coefficient, c21 , for production within the moderator can 

also be evaluated. The thermal power of the proposed reactor is 3750 MW 

giving a fission rate of 1.17 x 1020 fissions/sec, assuming that 200 MeV 

is the recoverable energy per fission. This gives c21 = 0.0077. This 

is a low value so alternate tritium sources must be sought. 

In a Pickering type reactor there are 18 adjuster rods used for 

flux shaping. These use cobalt as the absorber and the Co-60 produced 

is used for research. For cobalt, La is 3.327 cm-l and for lithium, 

3.266 cm-l so the cobalt in the adjuster rods could be replaced by lithium 

without significantly altering the control properties. Lithium can be 

used to produce tritium by the Li 6(n,a)T reaction. To a first approxi- · 

mation, ·the volumes of the Pickering core and the proposed core are equal 



• hence, the volumes of the adjuster rods are assumed to be equal, about 

104 cm3. 

Using the above and the following l_ithium data: 

3 pli = 0.53 g/cm , 

cra = 71 b , 

AL. = 6.939 1 . 

u 6;Li 7 ;:; 0.08 

cra(Li 6) = 945. b (thermal) 

cr·a ( L / ) = 0 . 0 3 3" b (the rma 1 ) , 

the tritium production in the adjuster rods with lithium will be 

22 

= 5.61 x 1018 tritons/sec , (4.2-2) 

for a flux of l.72 x 1014 n/cm2-sec. The total tritium production is now 

R~ + R~ = 6.517 x io18 tritons/sec . 

Using this value, the coupling coefficient, c21 , is 0.0553. In the 

evaluation of the example three values of c21 will be used anticipating 

possible increases in the tritium production. The values used are: 

0.0553, 0.1106, and 0.1659, that is they vary by a factor of l, 2, and 

3 from the estimated coupling coefficient with lithium adjuster rods. 

4.3 Fusion Blanket 

The purpose of the fusion blanket in a symbiotic system is 

threefold: (1) to remove the energy deposited by the fusion neutrons; 

(2) to convert fertile to fissile material; and (3) in two of the three 
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systems considered, to produce tritium for the 0-T fusion reaction. In 

t his cas e the fertile nuclei are 233Th and this is converted to 233u 
for use in the driver rods of the fission reactor. Several neutronic 

calculations have been done for various fusion blankets and Table 3 

contains some of the results. The tritium production is accomplished 

by Li 6(n,a)T and Li 7(n,n'a)T reactions. The average v~lue of c11 + c12 
is 1.454. In the analysis of fuel dynamics the constraint that 

c11 + c12 ~ 1.454 was used. Fig. 7 shows a possible fusion blanket 

configuration. 

4.4 Evaluation of the Fuel Dynamics 

The evaluation of the fuel dynamics is based on the data in 

Tables l and 2. The steady state results are presented in Table 5. 

In evaluating the mutualistic results, Eq. (3.3-6), Eq. (3.3-7), Eq. 

(3.3-12) and Eq. (3.3-13), an additional equation is required. The 

constraint adopted was 

c11 + c12 = 1.45 , (4.4 - l) 

then Eq. (3.3-6) becomes 

1 - c22 - 1.45 c21 
c11 = 1 - c22 - c21 (4.4-2) 

Solving for the condition 

c,, = 0 (4.4-3) 

requires a value for c21 of 0.138. At this point the system degenerates 

into a commensalistic system since the fission production of tritium 



• is sufficient to supply the fusion reactor. Imposing Eq. (4.4-1) on 

the results for constant inventory ratio, the result is 
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(4.4-4) 

The results of the fuel dynamics are plotted in Fig. 8 to Fig. 15. 

4.5 Evaluation of the Power Balance and Efficiency 

The power balance an~ efficiency for the systems were evaluated 

using the data from Tables 1, 2 and 3. The results are plotted in Fig. 

16 and Fig. 17. A value for Q of unity gives a breakeven plasma and the 

net power output is independent of the reaction rate ratios. Altering 

the power consumption of the components will raise or lower the inter-

cept, R1JR2 = 0, and altering Q will alter the slope of the line. In 

this case the power consumption of the components was assumed to be 21% 

of the fission electrical output. The values for the two processing 

plants are arbitrary since the consumption by these components could · 

easily involve steam from the reactors and recycling of the waste heat 

rather than electrical power. 

4.6 Evaluation of Costs 

In evaluating the costs of the system, upper and lower costs of 

the components were used. The costs of the fission reactor and the 

generator facilities were assumed to be well known and only one value 
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of costs was used. The data used for evaluation are given in Tables 1, 

2 and 3. The range of fusion reactor values lies within most of the 

estimates given in the literatureC 3 ~ 12 ,i 3 ,i 4 )_ The capital costs for 

the fissile production plant was evaluated using the equations developed 

by Salmon et a1Cl 4) usi .ng the data for LWR-Pu fuel at 113 .kg per day. 

The value obtained was halved for a lower cost and doubled for an 

upper cost. The tritium processing plant costs were arbitrarily chosen 

to be 1 million dollars and 5 million dollars~ The results are plotted 

in Fig. 18. 

The unit energy costs for the system were also evaluated for 

upper and lower costs. The results are plotted in Fig. 19. The fuel 

costs of the two reactors have little effect especially since the costs 

are for 11 raw 11 material and not fabricated fuel. The operation and 

maintenance costs of the fusion and fission reactors influence the rate 

of increase of the costs as a function of R1/R2. The tritium process

ing plant costs are arbitrary and the fissile production plant costs 

were evaluated using the data from Reference 14 and again these were 

halved and doubled. The major component of the unit energy costs is 

the fixed capital charge. The values used were 5% of the lower capital 

cost, 15% of the upper capital cost and 10% of both the upper and lower 

capital costs. 
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5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

5.1 Fuel Cycle 

Some general trends are shown in the plots of the fuel cycle 

results for the three systems. The system period, the fusion reactor 

specific inventory, and the assumed tritium production within the 

fission core all effect the coupling coefficients and the reaction .rate 

ratios. 

The system period is related to the fuel doubling time by Eq. 

(3.1-3). The rapid increase of the coupling coefficient c11 for the 

parasitic and mutualistic ~ystems and of the coefficient c12 for the 

commensalistic system as the system period is shortened reflects this. 

Note, that since the constraint c11 + c12 ~ 1.45 is imposed, as the 

tritium production must be increased to satisfy the doubling time 

imposed on the system, the fertile conversion in the blanket must 

decrease. The reason that the fertile production in the commensalistic 

system increases with shorter system periods is that there is no 

tritium production in the blanket. As with the coupling coefficients, 

the fusion-fission reaction rate ratio increases as the doubling time 

or system period is shortened; the exception is in the commensalistic 

system where the opposite is true. As the system period is shortened, 

the rate of increase of the inventory is increased so more tritium must 

be produced in the blanket and less fissile material consumed. Increas

ing ell .will increase the tritium production but so will increasing 
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the fusion reaction rate, thus increasing the fusion-fission reaction 

rate ra t io. For the commensalistic system, tritium is produced within 

the fission core; hence, to increase the tritium production rate the 

fission reaction rate must be increased, for a fixed value of c21 , 

and this will decrease the react~on ratio. 

The effect of the speci fie inventory of the fusion core, n1, 

can easily be seen in the fuel cycle results. As the specific fusion 

core inventory is increased for a given system period, there is an 

increased demand for tritium. This increase must be satisfied by 

increasing c11 and R1/R2 for the parasitic and mutualistic systems, 

and decreasing R1;R2 for the commensalistic system which simultaneously 

reduces fusion consumption and increases the fission tritium production 

rate. Increasing the fission rate in the conmensalistic system will 

increase the fissile consumption rate and require an increase in c12 . 
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The assumed tritium production in the fission core will effect 

only the commensalistic and mutualistic systems. For the commensalistic 

system, as the value of c21 is increased, a larger fusion reaction rate 

can be supported for the same for the same fission reaction rate. This 

will mean more neutrons are available for fertile conversion but, with 

the same demand, c12 may be decreased. For the mutualistic system, 

increasing the tritium supply from the fission reactor allows for less 

emphasis on tritium production in the blanket so c11 decreases and more 

fertile conversion is possible; hence, c12 increases. As the amount 

of fission produced tritium increases in a mutualistic system, the 

fusion-fission reaction rate ratio decreases since, by increasing c21 , 



c12 is increased; thus, for a given fusion reaction rate, more fertile 

conversion occurs allowing for a higher fission reaction rate. 

It is interesting to note the characteristics of the curves 

for the fusion coupling coefficients for the mutualistic system as a 

function of system period. For each coefficient there are three 

asymptotes as T + 00 corresponding to the three values assumed for c21 
and, also, there are three asymptotes as~· + O corresponding to the 

three assumed fusion specific inventories. In the equation, 
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(4.4-4) 

as T + 00 , the steady state results are approached, 

as T + 00 , (5.1-1) . 

which clearly shows the effect of c21 on the asymptote. As T + 0, since 

the terms all involve l/T and these tend to infinity as T tends to zero, 

and thus Eq. (4.4-4) tends to 

(5.1-2) 

The effect ~f increasing n1 will be to shift the asymptote to the right 

as seen in Fig. 12. 

Figures 14 and 15 show a comparison of the three systems. For 

the fusion coupling coefficients, the commensalistic system requires 

such a large value of c12 that it was more than twice the limit of 

1.45 for the value of c21 assumed. There is a 12% reduction of c11 of 



the rnutualistic system over the parasitic system for a system period 

of 20 years. The reaction rate ratios are plotted in Fig. 15. The 

effect of introducipg the fission produced tritium is clearly seen. 

This would mean a smaller fusion reactor for a given fission reactor 

is required. The very low value -for R1/R2 for the commensalistic 

system is due to the very small amount of tritium which is produced 

in a fission reactor relative to the fusion consumption. This makes 

this system unviable except for very long system periods and large 

values of c21 . 

5.2 Power Balance and Efficiency 
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The net station output of the symbiotic system is a linear 

function of the reaction rate ratios. For a breakeven fusion component, 

the fusion reactor can just run itself, thus it neither adds to the net 

output nor consumes the fission component output. The intersection at 

R1/R2 = 0 is determined by the fission core output and the fuel production 

facilities consumption. The slope of the lines for a fusion power 

consumer or producer is detennined by the value of Q; thus, if a fusion 

core originally constructed with Q ~ 1 was improved during its -lifetime 

to be a power producer, the net station output .may increase dramatically. 

Note that for a fusion power consumer, if the size of the fusion com

ponent is increased, there is a point where it will consume all of the 

fission component output. Such a station would be a zero power system 

possibly useful for research . 

The net station efficiency is also a linear function of R1/R2. 

For a breakeven fusion core, Q = 1, the station efficiency drops as the 
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fusion reaction rate increases with a constant value of R
2 

since, 

although the fusion core does not consume power, its output is included 

in the station efficiency, Eq. (3.4-5). For a power consuming fusion 

core, the negative slope of the line is even greater. In the example 

it turns out that the net efficiency is nearly independent of the 

reaction rate ratios for Q = 4. The intercept at R1/R2 = O is deter

mined by the thermodynamic efficiencies of the power units and the 

consumption of the fuel processing units. 

5.3 Costs 

The actual values of the costs in the example may not be mean

ingful but the trends are. The specific capital cost of a symbiotic 

system with a breakeven fusion core is a linear function of R 1 /R2 ~ the 

slope being determined by the specific cost of the fusion component. 

For a power consuming fusion core, the cost increases sharply as the 

fusion component size is increased since the capital outplay increases 

and the net station output falls. For a power producing core, the 

capital cost can decrease as the fusion core size is increased. This 

occurs when the specific capital cost of the fusion core is less than 

that of the fission core. In this situation a pure fusion system may 

be more economically attractive. 

The operating costs of the symbiotic system, and in fact for · 

pure fusion or fission, are strongly dependent on the capital charge 

or interest. For the symbiotic system where the fuelling costs are 

extremely low, the capital charge makes up a1most all of the unit 

energy cost except for the operation and maintenance charge. As with 
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the capital costs, the operating cost of the symbiotic system with a 

power consuming fusion component is strongly dependent on the fusion 

core size. With a power producing fusion component, the effect is not 

as great and the specific operating cost may actually decrease since 

the capital costs decrease and the capital charge represents the major 

component of operating cost~ The slopes of the lines are determined 

by the fusion specific capital cost and the intercept, by the fission 

and fuel processing units capital costs.· 

5.4 Steady State Results 

Some useful comparisons of the three systems can be made by 

studying the steady state results. A steady state symbiotic system 

would be one which does not increase its inventory. Note that the 

commensalistic system does not satisfy the constraint, c11 + c12 ~ 1.45, 

unless the value of c21 is large. 

Comparing the reaction rate ratios, there is a reduction far · 

the viable commensalistic and all three mutualistic systems over the 

value for the parasitic system. A mutualistic system with the estimated 

tritium production of 0.0553 per fission has a fu~ion-fission reaction 

rate ratio which is 28.4% lower than the parasitic system. By increas

ing the tritium production in the fission component, even lower values 

can be achieved. There is also an increase in net power output for the 

mutualistic and commensalistic systems over that of the parasitic system. 

For the same mutualistic system as before, and a Q of 0.25, there is a 

6.49% increase in power output over the parasitic system. Note that for 
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the mutualistic system with a power producing fusion reactor, as the 

tritium production in the fission component is increased, the net output 

of the system decreases. There is an increase in the net station effi

ciency of the commensalistic and mutualistic systems over the parasitic 

system in all cases. 

The capital costs for the commensalistic system and the mutual

istic systems are less; 12.3% less for the above mutualistic system 

compared to the parasitic system. This reduction of capital cost is 

reflected in the unit energy costs . 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

From the discussion of the previous section, some conclusions 

about the symbiotic systems can be made. If the tritium production in 

the fission core is included in the fuel cycle of a symbiotic system, 

there is improvement in the power output and efficiency as wel1 as a 

reduction in both the capital costs and the unit energy costs of the 

system. A symbiotic system, in which the fusion core is operated solely 

on fission produced tritium, is not viable neutronically in the fusion 

blanket unless the tritium output of the fission reactor is very high. 

The best system appears to be the mutualistic system. 

There are disadvantages to the symbiotic system compared to the 

pure fusion or pure fission systems. There is the added ecological and 

biological danger of increased tritium handling since tritium is extracted 

both from the fission and fusion cores. For a power consuming symbiotic 

fusion reactor, better power output and unit energy costs could be 

achieved by pure fission. The increase in handling of irradiated fissile 

material is a danger especially when compared to a pure fusion system 

where the only activated materials would be from the blanket components 

which must be replaced and the tritium fuel. 

There are advantages in introducin~ symbiotic systems. The 

introduction of fusion reactors can be advanced by heating of the fusion 

plasma with the energy produced in the fission .reactor. If the ~sources 

for fission power are considered, the breeding of fissile material in the 
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fusion blanket becomes important. Not only can fertile material be 

converted for consumption in a fission reactor, but this can be accom

plished without endangering the safety requirements of the fission core 

requiring special reactor des.i gns. Thus, the fission core can be 

designed for optimal power output and for usage of different fuel cycles. 

Two points have been introduced in studying the systems. The 

first is a symbiotic research system which would be a non-power con

suming system to study the operation of fusion.- The other point is the 

incorporation of fuel processing plants on site thus eliminating the 

dangers and costs of transportation and reducing costs of fabrication 

by the availability of cheap power and steam from the reactors on site. 

For large nuclear installations, this cooperation of utilities and 

industry might prove economically interesting. It is interesting to 

note that in the Bruce Generating and Gentilly Generating Stations, 

heavy water production plants are being built on site. 

Perhaps the greatest use of a symbiotic system would be in the 

transition stages, between the technological demonstration of fusi-0n 

power and its economic improvement over fission reactors. At this time 

there wi 11 probably be a 1 arge economy based on fission reactors. 

Utilities with fission reactors possibly less than half way through 

their estimated lifetime would be reluctant to invest in fusion to the 

extent of scrapping their fission reactors. The conversion of some 

fission -reactor sites to symbiotic systems might prove valuable by 

lowering fuel costs for the other fission reactors. An added advantage 

would be . in the training of personnel in fusion core operations and 



plant administrations when the future conversion to fusion power is 

started. 

Thus, symbiotic systems appear to be a useful method of power 

production in the future especially in the transition from a fission 

power economy to a fusion power economy. Further~ the utilization of 

the tritium produced in the fission partner of such systems will 

improve the performance of these systems and possibly lower the costs. 
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APPENDIX A 

FUEL DYNAMICS IN MATRIX FORM 

The fuel dynamics equations for the symbiotic systems can be 

written in matrix form, 
. 
N = ~B , (A-1) 

where, 

. 
N = (A-2) 

(11 - 1 
c = 
= c, 2 J. (A-3) 

and 

8 =(:J (A-4) 

This form of the equations holds for all three systems; c
21 

= 0 for the 

parasitic system and c11 = 0 for the commensalistic system. 

These fuel dynamics equations are solved for two conditions: 

(i) steady state, 

. 
~ = Q ' 

(ii) constant fuel inventory ratio, 

N1;N2 = a constant , 
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(A'.""5) 

(A-6) 



• or 
. 
N ::: (1/-r)~ . 

For a ste~dy state, 

~R = Q ' 

or 

For a non-trivial solution, 

det f = O , 

or 

The conditions which must be satisfied are the following: for the 

parasitic system, where c21 = O and c
22 

< l, then 

for the commensalistic system, where c
11 

= 0, then 

and for the mutualistic system, 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

(A-10) 

(A-12) 

(A-14) 
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To obtain information about the steady state reaction rate ratios, 

Eq . . (A~9) . can be rewritten as 
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(A-15) 

This can be solved using Cramer's Rule, 

(A~l6) 

From E q • (A-11 ) , 

( c
11 

~ 1) 

C2 l . = C 
21

• ( C2 2 · - 1) ' (A-17) 

is obtained. This is substituted into Eq. (A-16) to obtain, 

(A-18) 

Eq. (A-18) holds in this form for both the parasitic and mutualistic 

systems but can be simplified for the commensalistic system by using 

Eq . (A-13 ) ; hence , 

Rl 
R = c21 • 

2 (A-19) 

Solving for constant fuel inventory ratio, the fuel dynamics · 

equations can be written in matrix form as 

(A-20) 

From the definition of specific inventory, this can be written as 

(A-21). 
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or 
- 1 - -

T 

::) = ( :) ' (A "'."22) 

or 

c• R ::::; a . (A-23) 

For a non-trivial solution, 

det CI = Q , (A-24) 

or 

(A-25) 

For the condition of constant fuel inventory ratio, the conditions which 

must be satisfied are: for the parasitic system, where c21 = 0 and 

C22 < 1' 

(A-26) 

for the commensalistic system, where c11 = 0, 

(A-27) 

and for the mutualistic system, 

(A-28) 

To obtain information about the reaction rate ratios for constant 

fue 1 inventory ratio, Eq. (A~22.) can be rewritten as 
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ell - 1 
nl 

1 R1/R2 c21 t 
- - ·n2 · (A-29) 

c, 2 . l 0 C22 - l "[ 

which can besolved using Cramer 1 s Rule to obtain 

(A-30) 

From Eq. (A-25), 

(A-31) 

can be substituted into Eq. (A-30) to obtain 

{A-32) 

This form for the reaction rate ratios holds for the parasitic and 

mutualistic systems but, using Eq. (A-27), for the commensalistic systems 

this can be simplified to 

(A-33) 

The matrix form of the equations yields the same results as 

manipulating the balance equations. The matrix fonn, Eq. (A-l), may be 

more useful if the systems are to be solved for conditions other than 

steady state or constant fuel inventory ratio such as optimal power 
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output, optimum tritium production or optium fissile production. Matrix 

forms are also more suitable for systems involving more than two reactors 

such as one fusion core coupled with two or more fission reactors . 
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APPENDIX B 

CALCULATION OF SPECIFIC INVENTORY 

In evaluating the fuel cycles of the symbiotic systems with 

constant fuel inventory ratio, the parameters n1, the fusion core 

specific inventory, and n2, the fission core specific inventory , are 

important. Two units for this parameter are used in the evaluation: 

g/MWt and years. It is not obvious that these units are compatible. 

The energy recovered per fusion is assumed to be 22.4 MeV( 3) 

where this includes the energy of fusion neutrons and the energy from 

reactions occuring within the fusion blanket. To convert n1 (g/MWt) 

to .h1 {years), the following conversion is used: 

(_g_) -6 (MW-sec) .~ 13( J ) ( MeV ) 
n 1 M\~t l 0 J 1 . 602 x l 0 Me V 22. 4 f us i on 

(fusion) 2 x 6.02 x 1023 (tritons) 
x 1 triton 6 g 

1 (years) nl (years) x ' ' . 7 = ' 3-. ·156 x 10 . sec (B-1) 

or 

(years) = -2 ( g/MWt) . "1 .2.28 x 10 n1 
(B-2) 

Similarly, the recoverable energy per fission is assumed to be 200. MeV. 

Thus, using a conversion scheme of the same form as Eq. (B-1), 

n2 (years) = 2.605 x l0-3n2(g/MWt) . (B-3) 
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To evaluate the fission core specific inventory, it is necessary 

to evaluate the linear density of 233u. The fuel pellet assembly used 

in the proposed fission reactor is shown in Fig. 6. The pellet is l.29 

cm in diameter, 0.645 cm long, and has a volume of 0.81 cm3. The volume 

of the graphite disk is 0.0845 cm3. The length of the pellet and 

graphite disk together is 0.71 ; cm; thus, in a 5 m channel th.ere will be 

705 pe 11 ets. . If the Th02 density is 9. ·7 g/ cm3 ,· there is 11. 1 gm of Th02 
per cm of fuel element. The enrichment after irradiation is assumed to 

be 1.5% 233u hence there will be 0.166 g of 233u per cm of fuel element. 

With 61 elements in each bundle, there will be 10.0 g of 233u per cm 

of channel. The linear thennal power is between 3.5 and 4.5 MW/m, thus 

for a value of 4. 2 MW/m the specific inventory of 233 is ( 1 i near density 

of 233u)/(linear thermal power) or 238 g/MWt . 
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APPENDIX C 

TRITIUM PRODUCTION IN THE FISSION CORE 

W. Kohler and J. Voss(4) report tritium production rates in 

heavy water reactors up to 6000 Ci/MWt.a. To compare the values used 

in the example to this it is necessary to convert the coupling 

coeffi cients from tritons/fission to Ci/MWt.a. This requires a con-

version factor, 

R (Ci ) = C (tritons) 1 (Ci:-sec) l!lL ( 1 ) 
T MWt.a · 21 fission 3_7 :x 1010 triton t 1/2 years 

or 

( Ci ) 4 (tritons) 
RT MWT.a = 4· 75 x lO C21 fission . (C-2) 

There are four values for c21 given in the report; the value for tritium 

produced in the moderator, 0.0077; the value for the tritium produced 

in the moderator and in lithium adjuster rods, 0.0553; and the last 

value doubled and tripled, 0.1106 and 0.1659. These values correspond 

to 366, 2620, 5240, and 7860 Ci/MWt.a, respectively. These values are 

comparable to those reported by Kohler and Voss . 
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• TABLE l 

FUSION CORE AND FUSION BLANKET DATA 

FUSION CORE 

SPECIFIC INVENTORY 

nl 2, 6, 20 g/MW(th) 
0.0456, 0.137, 0.456 years 

THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY 

111 40% 

Q 0.25, 1.0, 4.0 

I CAPITAL COST 

dl 50, 200 $/kW{e) 

OPERATING COSTS 
Operation and Maintenance 0.38, 1.52 m$/kWh 

* Fuel 0.0001835, 0.000367 m$/kWh 
Total , e1, 0.38, 1.52 m$/kWh 

FUEL COST 
Deuterium 20, 40 m$/g 
Lithium 2, 40 m$/g 

-
FUS I ON BLAN KET 

ell 

c,2 c11 + c12 ~ 1.45 
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• TABLE 2 

FISSION REACTOR DATA (PROPOSED 1500 MWe) 

CORE 

Bundle Diameter 129.9 mn 

Calandria Tube Diameter 160.62 mm 

Lattice Spacing 280 mm 

Number of Channels 290 

Fuel Elements/Bundle 61 

Average-Maximum Power Ratio 0.65 

raximum 
).d6 45 W/cm 

Surf ace 

• Linear Therma 1 Power 3.5-4.5 MW/m 

Burn up 35 MW.d/kgTh 

Specific Inventory 238 g/MW (th) 
0.62 years 

Thermal Power 3750 MW 

Thermodynamic Efficiency 40% 

CAP IT AL COSTS 

d2 225 $/kWe 

OPERATING COSTS 

Capacity Factor 80% 

Operation and Maintenance 0.38 m$/kWh 

Heavy Water Upkeep 0 .13 rn$/kWh 

Fuel Cost (Ra\v) 0.0356, 0.0712 m$/kWh 

Cost of Th02 10, 20 $/kg 

C21 0.0553, 0.1106, 0. 1659 

C22 0.80 
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TABLE 3 

PROCESSING PLANTS DATA 

POWER CONSUMPTION 

Tritium, Wt/n2R2U2 0. 1 

Fissile~ Wf/n2R2U2 0.05 

Control, Wc/n2R2U2 0.06 

CAP ITAL COSTS 

Tri ti um, Dt 1, 5 M$ 

Fissile, Df 4. 27, 17. 06 M$ 

Generators, de 60 $/kWe 

OPERATING COSTS 

Tritium, et 0.13, 0.52 m$/kWh 

Fissile, Ef 1.99, 7.96 M$/year 
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TABLE 4 

• SUMMARY OF FUSION BLANKET NEUTRONIC CALCULATIONS 

SOURCE C11 l C12 C11 + C12 

LIDSKY(3) 1.126 I 0.325 l l . 451 
1. 005 0.40 1.405 

* LA VERGNE ET AL(6) -- 1.454 0 1.454 
0.5 1.436 0.0174 l . 4534 

Thorium added to 1 1. 399 0.0345 l. 4335 
Li (% vol) 2 1 .385 0.0677 1. 4527 

4 1. 323 0. 131 1.454 
6 1.263 0 .191 1. 454 
8 1. 198 0.247 1.445 

10 1.154 0. 301 l. 455 

Thin layers of Th: 1.41 0.11 1.52 
1. 28- 0.22 1.50 at front surf ace 1.16 0.33 1.49 

At 230 cm 1.37 0.09 1.46 
1.30 0.17 1.47 
1.24 0.24 1.48 

With 2% u233 1.24 0.19 1. 43 

At Graphite surface 1. 35 0.13 I 1.48 
1.30 0.19 1.49 
1.28 0.22 1.50 

With % u233 1.27 0 .19 1.46 

Thin layers of Th02 1.35 0.08 1.43 
1.17 0. 17 1. 34 at front surface 1.02 0.27 1. 29 

At 230 cm l. 37 0.07 1.44 
1. 30 0.14 l.44 
1.24 0.21 1.45 

At Graphite surface 1.36 0.11 1.47 
1. 31 0. 17 1.48 
1.28 0.22 1.50 

Thin layers of ThC 1. 35 0. 12 l.47 
1.30 0.18 1.48 at Graphite surface l.28 0.22 1.50 

Average 1. 281 0.174 1.455 

* Results for blanket shown in Fig~ 7. 
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.. TABLE 5 

STEADY STATE SYSTEMS RESULTS 

Wn (MW) R nnet , . 1 
--~ll c12 C21 C22 R2 Q Q Q Q Q 

0.25 1.0 4.0 .. 0.25 1.0 

Parasitic 1.0 0.45 -- 0.80 0.445 958 1185 1218 0.24 0.30 

-- 3.62 0.0553 0.80 0.0553 1175 1185 1188 0.316 0.3175 

Conrnensal- 1.82 0. 1106 0.80 0. 1106 1125 ll 85 1200 0.295 0. 311 istic --
-- 1. 205 0. 1659 0.80 0. 1659 1095 1185 1208 0.283 0.309 

0.824 0.626 0.0553 0.80 0.319 1020 1185 1228 0.261 0.304 

Mutual- 0.445 1.005 0 .1106 0.80 0.20 1085 1185 1220 0.28 0.308 istic 
o.o 1.45 0 .1659 0.80 0.138 1112 1185 1203 0.291 0. 31 

* upper cost d+ . 

. t upper cost with a fixed capital charge~ 10%. 

d ($/kWe) * 

Q Q Q Q 
4.0 0.25 1.0 4.0 

0. 318 542 395 365 

0.318 365 365 363.5 

0.318 397 370 364 

0.318 420 375 364 

0.318 475 387 364 

0.318 433 377 364 

0.318 408 370 364 

• 

e (m$/kWh) t 

Q Q 
0.25 l. 0 

11.25 7.50 

7.30 7.20 

8.05 7.25 

8.30 7.28 

9.85 7.40 

8.80 7.30 

8.25 7.27 

Q 
4.0 

7. 30 ' 

7.20 

7.25 

7.25 

7.28 

7.25 

7.251 

..J::::> 
~ 
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(a) Cross Section ofCylind.rical FusionReactor(lS) 
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